
Mark Thomson: Doctrine, obviously, and . . . 

Alison Key: Ooops. I was going to tweet again, but then I got caught. 

Mark Thomson: Welcome back to The ComMN Law, the best and only podcast about the 
Minnesota Supreme Court. My name is Mark Thomson. I work at Nichols Kaster 
and I used to clerk for Justices Lillehaug and McKeig. 

Alison Key: And my name is Alison Key and I was a clerk for Justices Stras and Hudson. 

Mark Thomson: We are finally entering back into the realm of criminal law today with a murder 
appeal that touches on a few different interesting issues. But before we do that, 
let's talk legal news. 

Alison Key: First article in legal news is an article in the South Washington County Bulletin 
that was published on March 1st. And the title of the article was "Alan Page 
Visits Grey Cloud Elementary School." So the article starts, "Alan Page, a 
trailblazing Minnesota Supreme Court Justice, MN Vikings MVP, and 
philanthropist, got a hero's welcome February 28th at rey Cloud Elementary 
School." The article also stated that Alan Page, as many of our listeners know, 
"started in four superbowls, was named NFL's Most Valuable Player in 1971, and 
was inducted into the pro football hall of fame in his home town of Canton, 
Ohio in 1988." But in the face of even all those accolades, Justice Page seems to 
be most proud of another aspect of his professional career. So referring to his 
time on the Minnesota Supreme Court, in the article he was quoted as saying, 
"It is by far the most challenging, interesting, and fascinating thing I have ever 
done in my work life. Playing professional football was difficult and fascinating, 
but it didn't hold a candle to serving on the Minnesota Supreme Court." One 
other interesting aspect that was revealed about him in this article was that he 
said, he told the students that he was inspired to become a lawyer as a boy 
when the United States Supreme Court unanimously ruled against school 
segregation in the Brown v. Board of Education lawsuit. So kind of a cool 
background on Justice Page and how much he values his time at the Minnesota 
Supreme Court. 

Mark Thomson: Next up, quenching your thirst for updates regarding Michelle MacDonald. 
We've got a decision in the defamation case that Ms. MacDonald filed against 
Michael Brodkorb and Allison Mann who were previously interviewed on this 
show. As a bit of summary, Ms. MacDonald alleged that Mr. Brodkorb and Ms. 
Mann's website MissinginMinnesota.com had defamed her in several ways by 
referring to her as a person of interest in a case about some missing girls and 
publishing what she called a false image of her as if it was a mugshot. It was an 
unflattering photograph. And also, uh, something having to do with a 2013 
traffic stop. I don't know, a lot of this kind of delves into tedium, but she does 
keep winning 40+% of the vote for Minnesota Supreme Court. So we are obliged 
to keep you up on the coverage. So, this case was before Minnesota District 
Court Judge Richard H Kyle, Jr. And, he dismissed the case on a motion to 
dismiss in a general sense. Judge Kyle held that because Ms. MacDonald has run 



for a seat on the Minnesota Supreme Court several times, she is a public figure 
subject to the heightened "actual malice" standard for defamation suit. And a 
semirelatedly, the Judge held that while he was unable to establish based on 
the record that Ms. MacDonald was a person of interest in the missing girls 
case, the judge held that Mr. Brodkorb reasonably believed that she was, based 
on his reporting. So that ends this chapter of the MacDonald v. Brodkorb and 
Mann litigation. Frankly, it will probably spin out in other terrible ways in the 
future. 

Alison Key: Right. So if you're sick of hearing about Michelle MacDonald, maybe stop voting 
for her. But she did indicate to us, as we've mentioned before, that she is 
strongly considering and has not yet ruled out another run here in 2020. So. 
Rest assured you'll be hearing a lot more from and about Michelle MacDonald. 
Next piece of legal news is about an event that was spearheaded by the 
Minnesota Supreme Court, and specifically Justice Lillehaug, that addressed the 
crisis in lawyer wellbeing in this country, specifically aimed at starting a 
conversation about steps to address these issues in Minnesota. So this event 
was called A Call to Action for Lawyer Wellbeing. 

Speaker: We're here today as part of the Minnesota State Supreme Court's call to action 
and it's really gratifying to see such a huge audience here and such a large group 
that is gathered to talk about what is an incredibly important issue and an 
incredibly important subject for our profession. And that the supreme court is 
behind this. My hope is that today really will be the beginning of an important 
and powerful ongoing conversation here in Minnesota as it relates to attorney 
mental health and wellbeing. 

Alison Key: And it was inspired by an American Bar Association report that highlighted very 
high levels of depression, anxiety, and stress that practicing lawyers, particularly 
young lawyers, or lawyers within the first 10 years of their practice, were 
grappling with. 

Speaker: I was able to work with the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation and the American 
Bar Association to conduct this study about the prevalence of substance use and 
mental health concerns in the legal profession. I will summarize: attorneys in 
the United States have significantly higher rates of problem drinking and mental 
health problems than the general population but also and notably higher than 
other licensed and what you would consider highly stressful professions. The 
levels depending on which issue you're measuring are two to three times 
higher, in fact, then what you would find in other populations. So there is a 
significant amount of struggling as it relates to mental health and problematic 
substance use. It is younger attorneys who are the most at risk, the most 
vulnerable, and struggling the most. Why that's important to note: think about 
it from a sustainability— think about— take the longitudinal view of where 
we're going, if the younger generation of attorneys are really struggling with 
their mental health and substance use right out of the gate. We also learned 
from this survey of 15,000 lawyers across 19 states that lawyers don't seek help, 
primarily driven by fear about harming their professional reputation 



Alison Key: According to information provided by the Minnesota Supreme Court, the report 
states that between 21 and 36% of lawyers in the study conducted by the ABA, 
qualify as "problem drinkers." And 28% are struggling with some level of 
depression. So at the event, the court invited various stakeholders in the 
Minnesota legal community from government, large firms, small firms, 
academia, to come together to discuss the challenges of their workplace and 
the legal industry that might be contributing to some of the problems that were 
discussed in the ABA report. So there were over 223 confirmed organizational 
leaders from those large firms, public lawyers, small solo practices, and in house 
counsel at the event on February 28th. And the court and Justice Lillehaug 
encouraged everyone to leave that event and start a discussion about lawyer 
wellbeing and take steps to address the crisis of lawyer wellbeing in the 
Minnesota legal community. 

Mark Thomson: Yeah, I thought it was fascinating. Justice Lillehaug was quoted in the Star 
Tribune saying, "The practice of law in the 40 years since I went to law school 
has become more stressful and in some ways feels more toxic." I was not 
around 40 years ago, but in general it feels like, hopefully we have workplace 
cultures that are more inclusive and accepting et cetera. So it, it says something 
that Justice Lillehaug feels that it's gone in the opposite direction. 

Alison Key: So hopefully this event will start to turn some of that culture around. 

Mark Thomson: We have an interview of Justice Thissen in Bench & Bar magazine by John 
Schmidt who's going to show up in this podcast in a matter of minutes as one of 
the attorneys in our featured case today and has previously shown up here 
before. He has a kind of series of interviews he's done in Bench & Bar. A bunch 
of interesting things in this one. We'll link to it in the show notes about 
textualism and the Minnesota Supreme Court. So I'll quote you a Justice Thissen 
from the article. He says, "I've been surprised at how much, not just the law, but 
legal reasoning itself has changed over the years. There's so much more 
significance placed on close textual analysis. On the other hand, the art of 
understanding law from a common law perspective as a series of stories and 
decisions that have developed over time, seems somewhat a lost art among 
some practitioners. Maybe it's Westlaw and other technologies which allow 
lawyers to grab a cite to support the legal principle without really digging in and 
understanding why that principle mattered in the first place." This is one of a 
number of exhibits that we've highlighted here, mostly from oral argument, I 
think, from Justice Thissen slightly pushing back on the default dogma at the 
Minnesota Supreme Court of textualism first and textualism forever. And it's 
just interesting to watch how that may or may not manifest itself in his 
jurisprudence and perhaps in the courts more broadly as the years go by. 

Alison Key: And I think he's being pretty sincere there that he was and did seem in the first 
couple oral arguments that dealt with statutory interpretation that he was 
somewhat surprised at the focus on that. And I guess unless you had been a 
member of the court or clerked for the court or had been arguing before the 
court or otherwise closely following it, you wouldn't necessarily know that that 



emphasis was there. So also in the interview, Justice Thissen's Twitter habits 
were a subject of conversation as was our wildly popular former segment, "Top 
Thissen Tweets." Jonathan Schmidt asks Justice Thissen this question, "The 
ComMN Law podcast has analyzed some of your tweets," analyzed, of course 
being a very generous word. Jon Schmidt asks, "Who on Twitter do you find 
most interesting, and where do you find your this day in history at the 
Minnesota Supreme Court material?" So a few things about Justice Thissen's 
answer and John Schmit's question that I think we should probably mention. 
One, if John Schmidt thinks he can get us to discuss anything that he does, if he 
mentions The ComMN Law, I think he's absolutely correct. We are all about it. 
Second, Justice Thissen does not mention The ComMN Law podcast anywhere in 
his answer, despite it being referenced in the question stem and Justice Thissen, 
we did notice that. And finally, Justice Thissen in his answer does mention that 
his Twitter habits have changed in the last six months since he's been on the 
Minnesota Supreme Court. And I'm glad he mentioned that because I think we 
noticed that too, which is why we haven't really been doing any Top Thissen 
Tweets segments lately. He's not giving us the fire material that we thought he 
might when he first started tweeting a lot after being invested into the court. 

Mark Thomson: The NBA playoffs are around the corner and I have high hopes. 

Alison Key: Okay. Maybe his hot takes, will return. If so, we will let you know, and reprise 
our famous, fan favorite Top Thissen Tweets segment. One final piece of 
podcast-related news is that this March episode marks the one year anniversary 
of our show, The ComMN Law. So I refuse to listen to our first episodes, but if 
any brave ComMNers out there would like to listen to those episodes, you can 
have a CLE credit for your prize. But I again, do not prefer to listen to those 
episodes. 

Mark Thomson: If the CLE people ever see that like six minutes of our show is just talking about 
the show that they're going to cut us off completely, Alison. 

Alison Key: I think we should move to the feature case. 

Mark Thomson: Yeah, I think so too. Our feature case today is State v. Harvey. This is a first 
degree murder case and the way that works is, it's appealed directly from the 
district court, so we don't have a court of appeals opinion, and the appeal is 
taken by right from the district court by the Minnesota Supreme Court. So as is 
often the case with these types of cases, there are multiple grounds for appeal 
that are unrelated. I think any capable defense attorney, including certainly the 
public defender's office will scour the record and see as many bases as they can 
to a lodge argument. So, now that we have the floor set, let's do some facts. 

Alison Key: So, as is the case with murder trials and appeals to the Minnesota Supreme 
Court, the factual accounts differ pretty significantly between the two sides 
here, between Harvey and the State. So we'll start with the State's account of 
the events that occurred that gave rise to this charge in this case. So according 
to the State and the State's witnesses that they presented at trial, two men 



were sitting in a car waiting to meet the defendant who according to the State's 
witnesses, owed these two men money. When Harvey got out of the car that he 
had pulled up in and into the backseat of the car where these two men were 
sitting, he, according to the State, shot the driver in the head, who didn't die 
instantly but play dead. Then the man in the passenger seat got up to run, but 
was shot five times. Then the man in the driver's seat drove himself in his car to 
the hospital. That man in the driver's seat did survive. But the man in the 
passenger seat who ran away did not. So that's the State's account of what 
happened. According to Harvey, the defendant in this case, he wasn't even in 
the vicinity when this shooting happened. He has a witness to corroborate that 
he was engaging in other activities at the time of the shooting and also the 
State's witnesses acknowledge that the car that the shooter got out of wasn't 
actually Harvey's own car. Harvey makes the argument that given that the driver 
of that car who was shot, engaged in some not-above-the-table activities, 
Harvey says that the driver was the one who actually shot the passenger while 
he was running and this driver had been trying to frame Harvey to cover for 
some of his other exploits. 

Mark Thomson: So that's a lot of facts and they're mostly relevant for the fact that there's going 
to be a dispute about a cell phone location data that bears on whether Harvey 
was present for this altercation. 

Alison Key: So like Mark said, as part of the police investigation about who was there and 
what happened. An officer obtained a court order directing Harvey's cell phone 
provider to disclose the Cell Site Location Information for his phone during the 
time both of and around the murder. 

State Atty: The way it works is the phone either connects or it doesn't to a cell site tower. 
Once it connects to a tower, the FBI agent can use those records to locate a 
general area of where that phone was located at the time when it was used. 

Alison Key: So in December 2015, a Hennepin county grand jury indicted Harvey the 
defendant with several offenses, including first-degree premeditated murder. 
Before that trial, Harvey filed two motions challenging this Cell Site Location 
Information that the police had obtained. In the first motion, he petitioned the 
court to suppress the Cell Site Location Information claiming it was obtained in 
violation of the Fourth Amendment. In the second motion, Harvey argued that 
the Cell Site Location Information was inadmissible at trial because the State 
had failed to establish that the technology used to collect that Cell Site Location 
Information was accepted by the scientific community and that the technology 
had been applied in a manner to ensure reliability. The district court denied 
both of Harvey's motions relating to the Cell Site Location Information. Later, 
then, moving towards trial, during jury selection, the State attempted to use a 
peremptory strike to remove an African American from the jury pool. We have a 
clip here from Harvey's, the defendant's, attorney describing the conversation 
that took place between the prosecutor and the juror. So this isn't a neutral 
recitation, but it does capture the gist of the facts that form the basis for this 
challenge 



Harvey Atty: Is how many times the prosecutor brings up race in his questioning of this juror. 
The juror never brought up race in the questioning with the district court or the 
defense attorney. Once we get to the prosecutor and the juror, a large number 
of questions are about race. The prosecutor says to the juror, "do you think an 
African American man can get a fair trial in the United States?" And the juror 
says something like, "well, yeah, I hope so." And then says something like, 
"you're kind of scaring me with that question. Why are you asking me that?" 
And then later the prosecutor says, "well, you know that African Americans have 
been historically mistreated." And the juror says, "yes," and the prosecutor says, 
"would you have an axe to grind against the State for that past mistreatment?" 
And the jurors response on the, you can read it in the, even in the transcript is 
kind of stuttering. He says, "why?" And then later when the prosecutor's talking 
to the juror about the juror's very legitimate and well-supported and well-
documented concerns about occasional dishonesty by police officers, the 
prosecutor— it's the prosecutor who says to the juror, "can you get to on a race 
on this?" And the juror says, "I never said white police officers. I said police 
officers." 

Alison Key: So Harvey at trial objected to the prosecutor's use of this peremptory strike 
citing a case called Batson v. Kentucky from 1986, which was a US supreme 
court case that prevents anyone from striking a juror solely based on race. The 
State responded to Harvey's Batson challenge saying it had struck the juror—the 
prospective juror—because of that prospective juror's concerns about police 
credibility. Harvey argued that that wasn't a race-neutral reason because a large 
number of fair minded African American people share those concerns. The 
district court then overruled Harvey's objection and allowed the State to strike 
that prospective juror. So on appeal to the supreme court—again, there's no 
court of appeals opinion—the issues presented are (1) the Fourth Amendment 
question, whether the police obtained the Cell Site Location Information for 
Harvey's phone in violation of the Fourth Amendment, (2) the evidentiary 
question, whether the district court erred when it admitted the Cell Site 
Location Information into evidence, and (3) the Batson question, whether the 
district court erred when it overruled Harvey's Batson objection to the strike of 
the prospective juror. 

Mark Thomson: So we've got two very capable attorneys arguing before the court in this case. 
The attorney for the appellant from the Minnesota appellate public defender's 
office is Benjamin J. Butler. He's a managing attorney there. He's been there 
since 2002. And he has argued a number of cases. He spent some time in the 
minor leagues at the United States Supreme Court and successfully argued 
Danforth v. Minnesota, and has since graduated to the major leagues of the 
Minnesota Supreme Court and represented the public defender's office in a 
number of cases. 

Harvey Atty: Good morning and may it please the court. My name is Benjamin Butler. I'm an 
assistant state public defender and I represent the appellant Nigeria Harvey. 



Mark Thomson: Then on the flip side, representing the Hennepin county attorney's office is John 
Schmidt, who's an assistant county attorney there. As we said, he has been on 
this podcast before in the State v. Edstrom case. He was actually a clerk for 
Justice Hudson when she was at the court of appeals, and then later a clerk for 
the Eighth Circuit and worked at Briggs and Morgan for a long time. 

State Atty: May it please the court counsel, John Schmidt Assistant Hennepin county 
attorney on behalf of the State of Minnesota. 

Mark Thomson: So we'll do this in three parts, corresponding to the three arguments. And we'll 
first deal with the Fourth Amendment question. So, Harvey leads off by arguing 
that the State obtained his Cell Site Location Information in violation of both the 
Fourth Amendment and Minnesota law. 

Harvey Atty: The police illegally obtained Mr. Harvey's cell phone location information, 
because federal and state law require the police to have a warrant, supported 
by probable cause, to believe that the location information will provide 
evidence of a crime. That's been true in Minnesota since 2014, when our 
legislature passed a comprehensive statutory scheme for obtaining this 
information. 

Alison Key: So like Benjamin Butler, the attorney for Harvey was arguing there, there is a 
two part statutory scheme in Minnesota that governs the types of data the 
police can obtain. So police can obtain non-location cellphone data without 
probable cause under a statute that his attorney calls 28. But they need a 
warrant supported by probable cause to get location data like the Cell Site 
Location Information under a statute the attorney calls 42. 

Harvey Atty: In Minnesota under 626.A28, the police can get non location data for less than 
probable cause. 626.A28 does not allow the police to obtain location data 
expressly in the statute. If the police want location data, they have to use 
626.A42. 

Alison Key: So Harvey says that this court order wasn't supported by the right statutory 
authority. And Harvey argues that this is problematic because one, this 
statutory provision that the police used was 28, which doesn't permit the police 
to obtain the location data. And further, it was problematic because 28 doesn't 
require probable cause making it constitutionally problematic. 

Harvey Atty: The four corners of the application and the warrant— sorry, the order—all of 
which may clear under what statutory provision law enforcement was seeking 
this data and under what statutory provision the signing judge, Judge Klein, 
granted it. And those documents are clear that it's 28, and 28 is clear that it 
doesn't allow location data. We're talking about putting a warrant—or an 
order—issued under one statutory authority into a different statutory authority. 
So I think that's a very different question than, oh, did they just get the numbers 
wrong. We're talking about the rule of law here and the rule of law matters. 



Mark Thomson: So in addition to the state statutes we're talking about here, there's also a 
background requirement in the US constitution. So, there's a recent supreme 
court case called Carpenter that held that the Fourth Amendment requires a 
warrant to be supported by probable cause to obtain cell phones site location 
information. 

Harvey Atty: And now we know that those requirements by our legislature, are enshrined in 
the United States constitution. Because in Carpenter, in 2018, that's exactly 
what the United States Supreme Court held. You need a warrant supported by 
probable cause because a person has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the 
vast amount of information available. 

Mark Thomson: So Harvey is arguing here that there was no warrant obtained and therefore 
there was no probable cause, making this an illegal seizure. 

Harvey Atty: You know, our position is that there was no probable cause for this, for this 
order. Particularly as it comes to location data. 

Alison Key: Which does run into the problem of the order actually, the text of the order, 
actually saying the court did find probable cause existed. 

J. McKeig: But counsel, in the court order was there not a probable cause determination? 

Alison Key: But Harvey's attorney kind of dismisses that language in the order as some 
boilerplate language in the wrong section of the analysis that doesn't really 
amount to a true finding that could overcome the kind of constitutional and 
statutory deficiencies that the order had to truly legally obtain this Cell Site 
Location Information. 

Harvey Atty: The form order that the signing judge signed contains some boilerplate 
language about probable cause. And we can discuss that. I would say there's 
two problems with that. One is a substantive problem, which is of course our 
position is there was no probable cause, but more importantly that order was 
issued under 626.A28 which does not allow the police to obtain location data, 
probable cause or not. They have to use a different statute if they want location 
data. And here they did not. 

Mark Thomson: So all of this is to say kind of in a background sense that there's a suppression 
doctrine obviously. And if a search was conducted unconstitutionally then the 
fruit of that search, i.e., the evidence, is not admissible in court. So that's why 
this fight is happening. 

Harvey Atty: The issue of course is not whether the evidence would be sufficient with Mr. 
Andrews's testimony alone. That would be an issue for a new trial. The issue is 
the impact of this evidence, and as I said, the State does not even attempt to 
argue that this, that this error was in any way harmless. So we would ask you to 
reverse on that ground alone. 



Alison Key: So the State's attorney John Schmidt states that there was no Fourth 
Amendment violation. 

State Atty: Appellant was properly convicted of first-degree murder and attempted first-
degree murder for killing O.J. And attempting to murder A.A. Cell phone 
evidence was properly obtained, and properly admitted. 

Alison Key: And the State agrees you do need probable cause to get that cell site location 
data. 

State Atty: Post-Carpenter, in the world that we are now, it says you need probable cause 
in order to obtain the cell phone, this type of cell phone evidence. 

Alison Key: But because the court order had a probable cause finding there was no 
Carpenter/Fourth Amendment problem here. 

State Atty: It's the standard, and the focus is: is this application, is this order, supported by 
probable cause? 

Alison Key: So in the State's interpretation, both the constitutional and statutory arguments 
boil down into one single probable-cause analysis, which the State obviously is 
arguing here exists. 

State Atty: So under any standard, whether you're looking at .42, whether you're analyzing 
this as a warrant, this is supported by probable cause. The cell phone evidence 
was properly obtained. 

Mark Thomson: So then there are a couple of more procedural arguments that the State makes. 
First that the statutory issue is irrelevant because essentially it wasn't raised 
below and thus it's waived. That's a pretty standard card to play for a side that 
won a jury verdict. 

State Atty: Number one, it's forfeited. This, this court has been very clear that issues need 
to be litigated below. This was not litigated below. What was litigated below 
was probable cause. So the issue should be deemed forfeited. 

Mark Thomson: And second, there's something called a good faith exception to the Fourth 
Amendment, which basically says that if you obtained evidence in violation of 
the Fourth Amendment, but law enforcement kind of reasonably relied on a 
court order to obtain it, then that evidence still comes in. So, essentially the 
State's kind of saying at the end here, this is much ado about nothing. Are you 
really going to exclude this relevant evidence? 

Alison Key: Moving on to the second question then, the evidentiary question, Harvey, the 
defendant, argues next that the district court erred by admitting this evidence 
of Cell Site Location Information because the State didn't prove that this 
evidence was admissible under the rules governing scientific evidence at trial. 



So Frye-Mack is a case that now represents Minnesota's rules on admitting 
"novel scientific evidence." 

Harvey Atty: The whole thing is novel because it's never been tested under Frye-Mack 
before. And that's what the standard this court used in Hall, so Frye-Mack is the 
proper standard. 

Alison Key: So the scientific evidence at issue in this case, obviously is the Cell Site Location 
Information and the methods that law enforcement used to obtain that. And 
Frye-Mack requires that whoever wants to admit this "scientific evidence" into 
trial must prove that the science is both accepted in the scientific community 
and reliable. So it has to be accepted and reliable. 

Mark Thomson: The State provided one expert witness during trial to discuss this Cell Site 
Information. So Harvey's now saying that this one witness was insufficient to 
prove both that this evidence was accepted and reliable under the Frye-Mack 
standard, 

J. Anderson: The only witness that is called by the State is someone who's clearly unqualified 
to testify as to Frye-Mack issues. He admits that it's the police community that 
finds this particular evidence to be respectable, responsible, et cetera. Not the 
scientific community. There's really no evidence here. Why, why, why isn't 
this— why isn't this just sort of an automatic reversal and a do over? I mean, 
what do we do with that? 

Mark Thomson: So, the one witness that the state did provide a was a law enforcement official, 
not a scientist. And so Harvey's arguing that this person is especially ill suited to 
speak to the scientific acceptance of the standard being used here. 

Harvey Atty: State has the burden at the Frye-Mack hearing to prove foundational reliability 
and to prove reliability in this specific case. And they didn't do that because the 
person they called didn't know anything. 

Mark Thomson: So when the State argues this issue, they kind of try and reverse the premise. 
So, Frye-Mack is a test that only applies to novel scientific evidence. Right, it's 
not like every piece of evidence or science-adjacent evidence has to be 
subjected to this test. So the State argues that actually this kind of Cell Site 
Location Info has been used in a bunch of trials and it's never been disputed or 
rejected. So it doesn't meet the threshold standard of being a novel or kind of 
difficult to understand that you need to even apply the Frye-Mack test. 

State Atty: Frye-Mack doesn't apply in the first place as the trial court found here. Number 
one, the technology is not novel. This isn't new. This isn't something that has no 
precedent. 

Mark Thomson: Somewhat surprisingly, Justice Anderson was the one that pushed back most 
strongly on this. 



State Atty: So basically the hearing was unnecessary. And I cited 15 cases from this court 
that used this technology... 

J. Anderson: And I find that completely unpersuasive. I mean, the question is does the 
technology work or not? And as I exchanged, my conversation with Mr. Butler, 
there's never been a Frye-Mack hearing here in Minnesota, right? 

Alison Key: I have never seen Justice Anderson as animated as when he seemed to be 
pushing back on the attorneys. Like he was on this Frye-Mack issue. And we 
didn't talk about this at the beginning, but both of the attorneys but certainly 
Harvey's attorney actually didn't even want to discuss Frye Mack at all during 
oral argument was just going to rest on the briefs on this issue. 

Harvey Atty: I'm an assistant state public defender and I represent the appellant, Nigeria 
Harvey. I'd like to discuss what is issues one and three in our brief today, the 
search of the cell phone location information and the Batson issue. I'd be happy 
to answer questions about the Frye-Mack issue if the court has them. 

Alison Key: But Justice Anderson certainly really had a lot to say about this topic and felt 
strongly about it as you can tell from his response to the State's argument there. 
So the State finally states that if Frye-Mack doesn't apply, which they were 
trying to argue before GBA [Justice Anderson] obviously had very different 
opinions, then you just use the general standards for admissibility and the rules 
of evidence, which is called 702 under the federal and state standards. And 
since Harvey doesn't challenge the court's 702 determination, then that ruling 
must stand. And the State gets a little help here from Justice McKeig after being 
somewhat derailed by Justice Anderson's skepticism. 

J. McKeig: Am I correct to say the District Court held the hearing, but at the conclusion 
found that it was more 702 evidence and not Frye— Frye-Mack did not apply? 

State Atty: That's right. 

Alison Key: When she kind of helps the State's attorney get back on track. 

Mark Thomson: The last issue is not about evidence, but about jurors. So, as Alison mentioned 
earlier, an African-American juror was struck from the jury pool. And Harvey 
argued that that juror was struck because of the jury's race, which, if true, 
would be unconstitutional. So that principle is a fairly basic one coming from the 
US Constitution's Equal Protection Clause, as well as a well known Supreme 
Court of the United States case called Batson v. Kentucky. So you might have 
heard of a Batson challenge before. And it's a clean bit of legal reasoning that 
came out of that, which is that the constitutional violation is to the rights of 
both the defendant and to the juror who's being struck on racial grounds. So 
essentially there's a three step process when you're doing a Batson analysis to 
determine whether a peremptory strike was racially motivated. First, the party 
challenging the strike has to establish a prima facia case that there was 



purposeful discrimination. So some evidence that suggests that there was ill-
motivated reason for the exclusion. 

State Atty: This court has said there are two things for a prima facia showing. Number one, 
the member of a racial minority was excluded. And, number two, the 
circumstances of the case raise an inference that the exclusion was based on 
race. 

Mark Thomson: So if a prima facia case is established, then the opposing party, the State, has to 
come forward with a race neutral reason that the juror was struck. After that, 
the court in the third step weighs those two reasons—the prima facia reason 
and the reason provided by the State—to determine whether the striking took 
place for impermissible grounds. 

Harvey Atty: So step three is the weighing of the inference of striking because of the color of 
a juror's skin against any race-neutral reason that the prosecutor may have 
elicited. 

Mark Thomson: You know, that's like a lot of legal steps to basically amount to: both sides says 
why they think a juror was struck and the court decides. 

Alison Key: Right. And I think the steps—the one, two, three—are important, and they 
become important in Harvey's argument. One, because you have to make sure 
that each step is established and nothing is skipped and everything's given fair 
weight. 

Harvey Atty: The district court also never engages in step three. Just completely ignores it. 
The district court here just stopped at race-neutral reason. And then stopped. 
And that's an error in the Batson application as well. 

Alison Key: But also whether or not the district court properly walks through steps one, 
two, and three, and doesn't conflate, them directly relates to what the standard 
of review will be on appeal. So normally appellate courts defer to the district 
court's reasoning on Batson challenges, examining them only for what's called 
clear error. But when the district court doesn't properly walk through those 
steps, then appellate courts don't defer to them and instead independently walk 
through the steps themselves and reconsider the entire issue. 

Harvey Atty: On the Batson issue, the standard of review should be de novo because the 
district court misapplied Batson in several crucial ways. And that's an error in 
the Batson application and then moves this case, like Pendleton, moves this 
case into a de novo review, an independent review of the record. 

Mark Thomson: So the district courts handling of it and the record that the district court created 
is pretty interesting. As the district court found that there was no prima facie 
showing in step one, of an improper reason for the juror being struck. And that 
the state provided an adequate race-neutral reason. So this is from the 



transcript, the court says, "So number one, I find that there's no prime facie 
showing, but if this ever is an issue of appeal, I do find that the state has 
provided a race-neutral reason to exclude him based on his comments about 
police and about how he would evaluate police. And about how he would 
evaluate police credibility." 

Alison Key: So Harvey argues then on appeal to the Minnesota Supreme Court that the 
court should review this Batson challenge de novo. That the court didn't 
properly walk through the steps and there should be no deference to the district 
court's decision on this. Then on that de novo review, Harvey argues that the 
Minnesota Supreme Court should clearly find that there was a prime facie case, 
and more importantly, that the purported race-neutral reason articulated by the 
State for step two was not in fact race neutral. 

Harvey Atty: And I think one of the things you can look at here, both for prima facie case and 
for the next step, which is is there a race-neutral reason, is how many times the 
prosecutor brings up race in his questioning of this juror. The juror never 
brought up race in the questioning with the district court or the defense 
attorney. It's the prosecutor who continually injects race into this questioning 
before he strikes this juror for, purportedly because of the juror's distrust of 
police officers. And those questions speak very heavily both to is there a prime 
facie case here that the jurors struck because of the color of his skin. And, 
actually to all of the issues. 

Alison Key: Harvey's brief states that quote, "an African American person's distrust of police 
officers is not a race-neutral reason for a strike because a large percentage of 
fair minded, reasonable African Americans share that view." 

Harvey Atty: We're talking about a person who, like many people of his background, has had 
a series of negative experiences that has colored his view of the world and are 
based in reality. It's also not based in just some preconceived animus. It's based 
in reality. And to strike the juror for that reason violates the constitution. 

Alison Key: So in support of this argument then Harvey's attorney's cites a Minnesota 
Supreme Court case called McRae. And in McRae, the Minnesota Supreme Court 
held that if a prosecutor—or the defense for that matter, but usually the 
prosecutor—strikes a prospective juror based on the fact that that juror 
answers a question "in the same way that a large percentage of fair minded, 
reasonable black people and fair minded, reasonable people of any other race 
would have answered the questions" then that's not a race neutral reason. 

Harvey Atty: But with this court recognized is that when a concern like that is so tied up in a 
person's racial background or experience because of their race, it is essentially, 
it can be used essentially as a proxy for race and it is not a race-neutral reason. 

Alison Key: The court in McRae also said that "to allow the striking of a juror on the basis of 
those answers in effect would allow a prosecutor to strike any fair minded, 



reasonable black person on the jury panel who answered the questions in the 
same way." 

Harvey Atty: And not only is it illegal under Batson, it's illegal under McRae. And this court's 
recognize for almost 30 years that it's been illegal. So the answer is not, Oh, hey, 
I know this happens a lot and African-American people express these concerns 
and then prosecutors just kick them off the jury—that's the trial court's phrase: 
kick them off the jury—but shrug your shoulders. The answer is, under McRae, 
that's not a race-neutral reason to exclude a person of color from our jury 
service. 

Mark Thomson: So the State has a couple of rebuttals to this. First they argue that the standard 
of review that the public defender is seeking is incorrect and that the decision 
should be reviewed for clear error, not de novo. 

State Atty: The court should also affirm under the Batson analysis and it should be at least 
as to issue one on the prima facia case, a clear error standard. 

Mark Thomson: Second, there's just a substantive disagreement about whether, about whether 
Harvey showed a prima facia case. 

State Atty: Here, the circumstances of this case do not show there's an inference of racial 
discrimination for exclusion. Both, all the victims involved were African 
American and as this court has said in Stewart and Angus, there were no racial 
overtones. The similar experiences that the juror had with the defendant, as this 
court has said in Bailey, do not make the strike race based. 

Mark Thomson: Then finally the state argues that, it wasn't racist because it has a black friend, 
sorry, wait, that, uh, the State actually said that there was a single black juror 
that was allowed to remain on the jury and thus it should be immune from 
criticism. 

State Atty: The State had already accepted one African American on the jury who did not 
share the views that police lie as this juror had expressed, did not share the 
views that police were "a gang." 

Alison Key: Certainly seems like a little bit of tokenism from the State in terms of that 
argument there. 

Mark Thomson: This did prompt some questioning from Justices Chutich and Hudson, that noted 
the fact that if you look at the transcript, the questions being posed to the juror 
that was ultimately excluded, seem to differ in quality from the questions that 
were asked of other jurors. 

J. Hudson: Mr. Schmidt, I wonder though, how does that square with Mr. Butler's telling us, 
and the transcript supports this, the comments about, well, do you have an axe 



to grind because you're African American. I mean that series of questions are 
very troubling, it seems to me 

State Atty: Maybe those are questions that shouldn't be asked in the future. Again, this 
doesn't, the district court's finding on that isn't clearly erroneous. And one 
African American juror had already been accepted onto the jury at that point. A 
second African American Juror was accepted later both deliberated and 
following the appellant guilty. 

Speaker 5: A few notes before we're out of here, I just thought that the public defender in 
this case, Benjamin Butler, was outstanding. Starting from the fact that he 
focused on the two arguments that he felt were strongest rather than kind of 
boring everyone with every single aspect of every single argument. And I just 
thought he was super fluid and effective. He had the misfortune of knocking 
over his glass of water at the podium. I think it might have even broken, though 
you can't really tell from the video. And the court was generous enough, Justices 
Chutich and Gildea immediately reassured them that they'd actually done that, 
but in front of a jury. So quite a bit worse. 

J. Chutich: Counsel, in fairness—Oh. 

J. Chutich: I did that once in a jury trial. 

CJ Gildea: I did it too, in a jury trial. 

J. Chutich: When I was a prosecutor, and there was a jury staring at me. 

Harvey Atty: Well it's only the supreme court staring at me... 

J. Chutich: And we know you very well, so don't worry about it. 

Alison Key: One other interesting aspect about this case was that in addition to the brief 
submitted by Harvey's attorney and the State's attorney, Harvey himself 
authored and submitted a pro se brief in this case to the Minnesota Supreme 
Court. He appeared to type his entire brief on a typewriter, not to mention went 
through the trouble of finding valid citations for his arguments, citing them 
according to what he could perceive was Blue Book citation format. So all of 
that is no small feat with presumably the limited resources that he had at his 
disposal. So Mark, who is going to win this case and why? 

Mark Thomson: I don't have a strong prediction. What I did feel like it's that, this definitely is not 
like an automatic affirmance of the verdict at the trial court. And I guess I'd say 
that, it seems like each of these three issues probably has at least one or two 
justices who are thinking hard about the defendant's position. But that I imagine 
you'll end up with an affirmance and probably a unanimous one given that I 
don't think they'll approach a four votes on any of these issues. 



Alison Key: One exception to that I think might be, somewhat humorously, the one issue 
that the attorneys didn't want to talk about at oral argument, which was the 
Frye-Mack issue. And I know that's more of a procedural, dry, less 
constitutionally exciting aspect, but it did seem to fire a lot of people up that the 
Frye-Mack standard was questionably used, questionably applied, and then 
seemingly disregarded by both the district court and the State after they kind of 
wanted to backtrack and decide it shouldn't apply. So of the three issues, the 
Fourth Amendment question, the evidentiary question, and then the Batson 
challenge, I think the evidentiary Frye-Mack issue might have the best chance. I 
think there's — we might be surprised on the Batson issue as well. I mean, 
obviously it's a weighty, moral issue that involves issues of racial discrimination 
that the US Supreme Court has dealt with, the Minnesota Supreme Court, 
obviously in McRae has dealt with. I think we might be surprised at how strongly 
certain justices feel about that and whether or not they will get other justices to 
agree with them. I think Harvey has a good chance on that Batson challenge as 
well. 

Mark Thomson: What did we learn from the case today, Alison? 

Alison Key: Today, we learned from the case to hydrate enough before oral argument to not 
rely on the water provided at the court, lest you knock it over in front of the 
justices during your argument. 

Mark Thomson: Or if you're going to knock over your water glass, then do it as you're closing or 
something, you know, to make a point. And knock it in the direction of opposing 
counsel's table. 

Alison Key: One other hilarious aspect about the water, was that the first person up to help 
Benjamin Butler clean up the water that he spilled everywhere was actually 
John Schmidt. 

Mark Thomson: Adorable. 

Alison Key: I thought that was— it was just like a cute coming together Minnesota moment, 
at the Minnesota Supreme Court. 

Mark Thomson: That wraps up another episode of The ComMN Law. Again, go claim your CLE 
credit from this. Go to the website and find the code that you will need to claim 
that credit. Check out the Twitter account and see if we've forgotten about it for 
the previous month or posted something. And thanks for listening. 

Alison Key: Have a nice one year birthday, ComMNers. That's cute. 

Mark Thomson: Well, nope, if I should probably figure out what I'm talking about first. 

Alison Key: I think that's great. 



 


